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According to the Italian version, the action was confined to
military encampments and the fortified enclosure, (meaning
the Italian Commercial Agency artistically crenellated in
brick), where the Emperor was known to be. The hospital
and Press camps were not specially bombarded and could
only have been hit accidentally if located in military
camps.
There were no military encampments in Dessye, though
there were plenty north of Dessye whose tents, widely
scattered on flat plains, were bombed by the raiders on their
return, without serious harm. It was evident that apart
from the incendiaries which were meant for the huts of
.Dessye itself, the main objectives of the heavy bombs were
the Commercial Agency to the north and the two Gibbis
to the south of the town.
Of both objectives the Italian projectiles fell wide. Their
bomb-sighting can have taken no account of the currents
caused by the scoop of the winds along the rim of the cup
in which Dessye lies. Uniformly, their bombs fell wide of
their targets ... in the plain three hundred yards north
of the Gibbis ... in the Mission camp three hundred
yards north of the Emperor's headquarters.
It was not a deliberate attack on the Red Cross, like
those which were to follow. It was an attempt to burn
a large civilian centre and a rather poor potshot at the
Emperor.
A bottle was dropped by one of the planes, which went
equally wide. It contained a note, scrawled in pencil.
"Long live Italy, long live the Duce, long live the King. We
carry with our three colours the Lictor*s badge, the civilisation of
Rome. Greetings to the Negus. Ask him 2/* he has digested his
biscuits"
A few hours later the Emperor had collected all the biscuits
which had not exploded and piled them up in front of his
house. Setting his foot on one of the biggest, he was
photographed by a nervous Press. They thought of time-
fuses, and used the fastest exposures.
When they had gone, he settled down happily to weighing
and measuring the bombs, investigating their contents, and
precisely recording the results in his notebook. The bomb-
holes were also measured, and details were collected about
the range of the various shellbursts.

